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Abstract: Disinformation, the disruptive effects of social media, and the pros-
pect of information warfare increasingly preoccupy national security thinkers. 
In the twentieth century, years of prewar and wartime propaganda by the Axis 
powers and the Soviet Union made the World Wars and the Cold War longer 
and more costly. In this century, China and North Korea represent two nations 
that have propagandized their populations for 70 years, hardening them against 
informational initiatives. What are the lessons? How should the United States 
assemble a strategy to counter propaganda’s effects?
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The national security community in the United States is now grappling 
with informational factors in great power competition, with cyber oper-
ations, network defense, defense forward, information warfare, political 

warfare, operations in the information environment, psychological operations, 
narratives, messages, influence operations, and the cognitive dimension in the 
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mix.1 Different informational factors bear on all the traditional numbered oper-
ational phases and on the gray zone and hybrid war.2 All hope that preparation 
and deterrence will prevent the outbreak of a shooting, kinetic, or hot war, but 
there would be informational dimensions to that kind of conflict too.

All this thinking can be sharpened by examining the wars of ideas in the 
twentieth century, with a particular focus on propaganda and its effects. During 
the two World Wars and the Cold War, the populations—and the armed  
forces—of several warring powers were highly propagandized. The internet, 
social media, and the cell phone have transformed the channels of propaganda, 
but in the twenty-first century, a few adversaries—China, North Korea, Rus-
sia, Iran, Cuba, and Venezuela—still draw on the experience of the twentieth 
century. They control the information that circulates in their societies, and they 
deploy domestic and international propaganda to strengthen their exercise of 
national power. What lessons of the past can help us see challenges of the pres-
ent more clearly?

Contours of Propaganda
Propaganda has many definitions.3 Many people consider ordinary advertis-
ing, with its characteristic puffery, as propaganda, along with social opin-
ion campaigns—addressing the dangers of drugs, smoking, and alcohol—or 
environmental awareness, for instance.4 The hype (exaggeration) and spin 
(biased interpretations) of political campaigns can be likewise criticized as 
propa ganda.5 

These forms of salesmanship and persuasion are, however, relatively benign. 
Communication surely becomes propaganda when falsehoods are included in 
a speech, argument, narrative, or appeal. These falsehoods include disinforma-
tion—lies—and/or the false attribution of sources. 

Psychology comes to bear. A small tumor of false information becomes 
more malignant when it is emotionalized.6 There are many examples of propa-
ganda inflating positive emotions like love, brotherhood, joy, or gratitude for 
a leader (fuehrer, duce, el caudillo, emperor, dear leader, father of nations) to 
develop a personality cult.7 Propaganda can transform ordinary, positive patri-
otism into ultranationalism or hypernationalism. Propaganda can become even 
more dangerous when it stokes negative emotions like hate, envy, fear, disgust, 
anger, and even rage toward various “others.”

The dictatorships of the last century, of course, used words to influence 
their populations, and they asserted control and direction of newspapers, maga-
zines, books, and radio. When film and television became the dominant media, 
they melded control of words and images.8 The regimes also used culture (dra-
mas, dances, songs, and films) to propagate their views. The many posters cir-
culated by the Soviet Union, the People’s Republic of China (PRC), and North 
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Korea—still admired as 
art and studied as pro-
paganda—show how art 
was used to express polit-
ical and social messages.9 

The dictatorships also 
took measures to insu-
late their populations 
from alternative views. 
State or ruling party of-
ficials reviewed articles, 
essays, and books before 
publication; only those 
that conformed to the 
regime’s propaganda lines 
were published. Foreign 
publications were seized 
by customs inspectors at 
points of entry. Interna-
tional broadcasts were 
electronically jammed.10 
And arrests and disap-
pearances of dissidents 
and nonconforming writ-
ers spread fear that served 
the regimes’ censorship 
goals. 

When the Bolshe-
viks, Nazis, or Chinese 
Communists took power, 
crushed independent me-
dia, spread their malign 
views, and purged inde-
pendent thinkers, it was 
fear that cowed adults. 
They swallowed their 
own opinions before the 
brute force of the state. Year by year, however, the regimes—using schools, 
textbooks, and youth groups—increasingly made young people supporters of 
the regime and then obedient soldiers. In China’s case in the 1960s, less than 
two decades after the establishment of the PRC in 1949, young Red Guards, 

Figure 1. Commemorative stamp

 

In 1950, the Soviet Union issued a postage stamp 
to mark the unveiling of a statue of Pavel Morozov 
(1918–32). Morozov was praised as an exemplar for 
Soviet youth after he denounced his father to authori-
ties; he became a Young Pioneer martyr when he was 
allegedly killed by “kulak” villagers. His grave became a 
shrine visited by generations of Soviet youth. The story 
was revealed as false after 1991 and serves as an ex-
ample of a cult based on falsehoods, indoctrination of 
youth, use of publications, plays, music, and a postage 
stamp to spread a legend that served a dictatorship. 
(Scott #1445)
Source: Soviet Ministry of Communications, adapted by 
MCUP.
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animated by Chairman Mao Zedong and his Little Red Book, terrorized their 
own teachers and sometimes their parents.11

Two Propositions from the Twentieth Century
Although scholars may disagree on exact definitions and boundaries of propa-
ganda, all agree that the warring powers of the twentieth century used propa-
ganda, and the dictatorships, which could use coercion to suppress contrary 
opinions, developed it to the most extreme degree.12 Two propositions— 
hypotheses—drawn from the wars of the last century may help us think through 
today’s challenges.

Proposition 1: Both World Wars were longer and more brutal because of the 
prewar and wartime mobilization of combatant nation populations.

In the First World War, the growing human costs of the war justified Ger-
many, France, the United Kingdom, and Russia’s increasing use of propaganda 
on their populations to a degree that could not have been imagined before 
the war. Governments and high commands used speeches, rallies, print media, 
posters, music, newsreels, and film to promote their war aims, demonize their 
enemies, encourage recruitment, and increase production.13 The combatant 
powers added domestic press controls and legal and police decrees to contain 
any sentiments or movements for peace. They prevented any discussion of mil-
itary or diplomatic alternatives. 

The history of the U.S. Committee on Public Information (CPI) led by 
“propaganda czar” George E. Creel during the First World War (“The Creel 
Committee”) shows the United States was not immune from this wartime ten-
dency.14 However, American participation in the war lasted only 19 months, 
and two-thirds of all America’s combat deaths occurred only in the final three 
months of the war, too short of a time for challenges about the conduct and 
costs of the war to gain traction.15

Examining propaganda in the Second World War, the late Czech historian 
Zbyněk Zeman made a salient point that “the fascist one-party states of the 
twentieth century and their leaders” along with “Lenin and the Bolsheviks all 
used political propaganda consistently and hard in peace-time as well as in war. 
The western liberal democracies, on the other hand, employed propaganda in 
war-time only.”16 

In World War II, Germany, Italy, the Soviets, and the Japanese went to 
war following years of psychological mobilization of their populations.17 The 
particulars of the indoctrination were different in each of those totalitarian na-
tions, but propaganda included idealizing certain racial groups—Aryans, or 
descendants of Yamato, for instance—while dehumanizing and persecuting 
disfavored minorities, the people of occupied areas, and the enemy as racially 
inferior, mongrels perhaps, or as class enemies.18 
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Those totalitarian states asserted full control over domestic newspapers, 
magazines, publishing, radio, drama, and film years before the war began. They 
sponsored and promoted approved art. They neutered the churches and the 
universities as independent incubators of ideas. They propagated their views 
to young people through the education system and youth groups. Again, these 
were not wartime measures; the regimes’ messaging and narratives were devel-
oped long before war came, and they continued for years. After the fighting 
began, wartime censorship assured that domestic populations had no informa-
tion that might weaken their allegiance to the regime or move them to question 
their support for the war.19 Control of information and ideals was woven into 
the fabric of the warring regimes.

One result of the years of indoctrination was that soldiers and units contin-
ued fighting even when they took brutal casualties. Another was suicides among 
die-hard supporters of the regime. American Marines were horrified in 1944 
to witness Japanese soldiers and civilians jumping to their deaths, many with 
members of their families, from “suicide cliff” on Saipan, and there were more 
suicides on Okinawa. These unfortunate women and men had been propagan-
dized for many years about the purpose of life (to serve the emperor) and with 
manufactured stories of American brutality.20

Proposition 2: A major downside of propagandizing a nation’s people is that 
leaders, step by step, become locked in by their propaganda. 

Adolf Hitler, Benito Mussolini, Joseph Stalin, and Japanese militarists had 
conceived their twisted philosophies in the years following the First World War. 
When they came to power, they used the informational tools of the state and/
or the ruling party to saturate the population with their worldviews.21 They 
fired, purged, arrested, jailed, sent to camps, or killed those with independent 
or contrary views. 

The supreme leaders surrounded themselves with true believers who had 
thoroughly absorbed the beliefs the regimes propagated, so the judgments of ev-
eryone in the top leadership circle were marred. Decisions in the armed forces, 
government, education, and the media were likewise warped by the ubiquitous 
propaganda. As the war turned against the Axis powers, Hitler, the emperor of 
Japan and his war cabinet, and Mussolini could not face the facts that might 
allow them to make rational decisions about termination of the war. The last 
few weeks in the Berlin bunker or in the palace in Tokyo provide case studies 
of how Germany and Japan’s leaders were completely out of touch with 1945’s 
political and military realities.22 Their views of the countries in the alliances 
arrayed against them were often crude stereotypes. These provide case studies of 
Vaclev Havel’s observation that a “regime is captive to its own lies.”23 

Another consequence of propagandizing is that even if leaders come to the 
realization it is necessary to contain or back down from hostilities, populations, 
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once aroused, may not assent. Japanese historian Sadao Asada noted that even 
in the summer of 1945, “fanaticism was not restricted to the military; the men 
and women in the street were thoroughly indoctrinated. Women practiced how 
to face American tanks with bamboo spears.”24 Imperial Japanese Army officers 
who learned of the emperor’s decision to surrender after the atomic bombings 
attempted a coup d’etat. They murdered two general officers and hoped to seize 
the palace and the emperor.25

Many of the impressionable teenagers drafted by Germany in the last year 
of the war gave their lives to the ideas of the thousand-year Reich utterly in vain. 
We may, moreover, attribute the deaths of American, Soviet, British, Canadian, 
French, and Polish soldiers and airmen in the face of the young German war-
riors’ Panzerfausts and 88 mm antiaircraft and antitank artillery to propaganda. 
The sacrifices of the kamikaze pilots and Japan’s soldiers on the islands were 
likewise wholly useless; American sailors and Marines were killed as much by 
the twisted propaganda that motivated the Japanese soldier and sailor as by 
bullets, artillery rounds, and mortars.

Fascism was defeated in 1945. The Soviet party-state—which provided 
assistance to China, North Korea, and Cuba; supported “national liberation” 
movements in the Third World; crushed the Hungarian revolution of 1956; 
and sent its own draftees into Afghanistan—continued to rely on domestic and 
international propaganda, but it collapsed and ended in 1991. 

In the 1990s, then, many imagined that the benign exchange of goods, 
services, and ideas, along with democratic debate, would help create a new 
world free of conflicts of the kind that had been aggravated by Axis or Soviet 
propaganda and falsehood.26 

Seventy Years of Propagandizing
If we look at international competition and conflict in the twenty-first century 
through an informational lens, however, there are disturbing parallels to the 
past. The use of social media is new, but the basic patterns of propaganda re-
main the same.

In our century, we see a renewed prominence of large, illiberal idea  
systems—Xi Jinping Thought on Socialism with Chinese Characteristics for a 
New Era, Bolivarismo, Juche, and Putinism among them. Many new forms of 
racial or religious nationalism and/or supremacy are also in circulation—often 
promoted by authoritarian leaders. As for “othering,” in China there are wor-
rying features. Han chauvinism lies beneath the surface in China, and Tibet-
ans and Uyghurs are increasingly subject to propaganda and social controls.27 
North Korea propagates extreme views of racial purity.28 In a complex world, 
such ideas simplify, providing a satisfying distinction between a good “us” and a 
bad “them,” which provides for a motivating groupthink ideology. 
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States have many means—the media, social media, textbooks, youth 
leagues, and ruling parties—to support and project these ideas to their own 
populations. And many states export them. We can look at three.

Russia
Thinking through the ideas dimension of great power competition, it is reveal-
ing to know that Vladimir Putin’s measures to strengthen Russian patriotism 
draw on selected achievements of the Soviet Union—especially the victory in 
1945. His concepts of how the educational system and domestic propaganda 
foster patriotism draw on Soviet models.29 Anne Applebaum speaks plainly of 
Putinism as an ideology, enforced “through legal pressure, public propaganda 
and, if necessary, carefully targeted violence.”30 

Russia’s outward deployment of informational power has been well mapped. 
Its military doctrines describe “information-technical” and “information- 
psychological” methods, paralleling cyber and influence in American think-
ing.31 They are integrated into Russian concepts of hybrid war and gray zone 
conflict. In Crimea and Ukraine, Russia deployed disinformation on such a 
scale that scholars labeled it the “firehose of falsehoods.”32 

Russia has made substantial investments in two international broadcasting 
networks, RT (formerly Russia Today) and Sputnik.33 The corporate mottos of 
the two networks—“tell the untold” and “question more”—flag their willing-
ness to challenge journalism as it is practiced in Europe and the United States. 
Adroit use of social media, bots, trolls, inauthentic accounts, and deceptive 
websites were features of Russian disinformation during the 2016 U.S. presi-
dential election.34 They exploited America’s domestic, internal divisions.35

China
China’s people have now been subject to more than 70 years of propaganda and 
mobilization.36 From the time of its origin in the 1920s, the Chinese Commu-
nist Party adopted Leninist concepts of propaganda. In his talks at the Yen’an 
Forum on Literature and Art in 1942, Chairman Mao Zedong stated that their 
purpose is to support class consciousness and the revolution.37 The party’s pro-
paganda organs laid down approved and disapproved lines of thinking. After 
the Communists won the Chinese Civil War and established the People’s Re-
public of China in 1949, they established dual state and party organizations to 
propagandize the Chinese people and the international community. In China 
today, there are media outlets owned by the Communist Party (e.g., People’s 
Daily) and by the state (Xinhua News Agency), but the party also assures that 
privately owned media companies follow the party’s lead. Removal of editors 
and shutdown of publications are among possible sanctions.38

China takes extensive measures to block international opinion. Newspapers 
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may not directly quote 
foreign news sources; the 
government strictly lim-
its the number of inter-
national correspondents 
in China and often calls 
them in for “interviews” 
if their reporting crosses 
a red line; and the Great 
Firewall prevents Chinese 
from accessing many for-
eign websites (e.g., Goo-
gle, Facebook Twitter, 
Wikipedia, and the New 
York Times). A so-called 
50-Cent Army monitors 
and manages social me-
dia.39 In China, no one 
may see the 1989 pho-
tograph of “Tank Man” 
blocking the movement 
of PRC armored vehicles 
in Tiananmen Square.40 
Any circulation of the Ti-
ananmen photograph or 
the facts about the origin 
of the Korean War will 
bring down the wrath of 

the regime. It is instructive that when People’s Liberation Army (PLA) units 
were deployed to Beijing to clear Tiananmen Square of the students in 1989, 
the units were paused for last-minute indoctrination.41 And even Winnie the 
Pooh is banned from China’s domestic internet, due to the bear’s use in memes 
and his alleged resemblance to Chairman Xi.42

China’s outward projection of soft power includes the Belt and Road Ini-
tiative and the waves of Chinese messaging that support it, the Confucius In-
stitutes in the United States, and the increasingly slick China Global Television 
Network.

As China becomes more prosperous, the size of its domestic box office 
has grown to nearly U.S. $2 billion, surpassing the North American box office 
for the first time.43 In the past, Hollywood long hoped to capture more of the 
revenue by showing more American films in China’s theaters, but Chinese au-

Figure 2. Domestic propaganda

 

Domestic propaganda—Shenzhen, China, 2009, pro-
moting China’s “planned fertility,” meaning population 
control, policy. The title of the little red book is Reg-
ulations to Implement Population and Planned Fertili-
ty Work. The smiling faces gloss over the realities of 
sanctions, penalties, and forced abortions to lower 
population growth. As a result, China in the twenty- 
first century has a gender imbalance and too few 
working-age people to support a graying population.
Source: Courtesy of David and Jessie Cowhig, adapted by 
MCUP.
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thorities limit the number of foreign films that may circulate in the country, 
and foreign films must be submitted for review. As Joseph Goebbels barred the 
1940 Hollywood film The Mortal Storm from showing in Germany, the PRC 
blocked such films as Kundun, Seven Years in Tibet, and Red Corner because 
they “viciously attack China [and] hurt Chinese people’s feelings.”44 The 2016 
remake of Ben-Hur only showed in China after “all references to Jesus were 
removed.”45 Hollywood gained more access through coproduction agreements, 
and many American stars have appeared in Chinese movies. Hollywood has, 
however, sold part of its soul to gain the additional revenue. Chinese censors 
assure that scripts do not in any way show China in an unfavorable light or con-
travene Communist Party propaganda lines. PEN America reported “the ways 
in which the Chinese government and its ruling Communist Party successfully 
influence Hollywood films” and stated that “this type of influence has increas-
ingly become normalized in Hollywood.”46 China uses these arrangements to 
limit the exposure of its people to foreign values.

Speaking before a Senate subcommittee, the actor Richard Gere testified 
that

there is no doubt that the combination of Chinese govern-
ment censorship coupled with the desire of American studios 
to have access to China’s market—soon to be the largest mov-
ie market in the world—and vast Chinese financing possibil-
ities, can lead to self-censorship and to not engaging social 
issues that great American films and American studios once 
addressed.47

North Korea
Given Soviet and Chinese influence in North Korea since World War II, it is 
no surprise that North Korea also uses Leninist thought control and propagan-
da. The Korean Worker’s Party (the public façade of rule by the Kim despots) 
announces and the state enforces what may or may not be expressed, and the 
party-state is not reluctant to jail those who dissent in its extensive network of 
prison camps.48 A U.S. State Department report noted North Korea enforces 
three generations of punishment; “three generations of a prisoner’s family are 
. . . sent to . . . camp[s] and may die there without having committed a crime 
themselves.”49

The Kims’ rule in North Korea is justified by a Paektu bloodline (de-
scendants of Kim Il-Sung) and views of racial purity, and the North Korean  
party-state has ruthlessly demonized the United States for decades.50 As in Chi-
na, the North Korean party-state and its propaganda organs continue to assert 
that it was South Korea that attacked North Korea on 25 June 1950.51

North Korea follows the Chinese example of media and ideological control; 
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the Committee to Protect Journalists, in its “10 Most Censored Countries” list, 
judges North Korea in second place (after Eritrea).52 Only a few members of the 
party political elite have access to the global internet.

The use of propaganda in China, North Korea, and Russia has some spe-
cific national characteristics, but there are clear parallels between their uses of 
domestic and international propaganda. 

Assembling a Strategy
If decisions of top leaders, military commanders, and civilians in propagandized 
states may be warped by their own nationalized, racialized, and propagandized 
belief systems, an effect of the propaganda could be the escalation of a dispute 
or conflict into phase 3. Units in the armed forces and the civilian population 
might offer stiff resistance due to their indoctrination. This suggests that na-
tional security community and armed forces commands need more focus on 
informational factors.53

These anxieties about propagandized adversary populations may seem dis-
tant from the many discrete cyber, information operations (IO), and electron-

Figure 3. North Korean leadership

 

North Korea has a robust, all-encompassing system of domestic and internation-
al propaganda including a leadership cult; ultranationalist education; youth move-
ments; indoctrination of its conscripts; full control of print, radio, and television 
broadcasting; radios and televisions pre-tuned to government broadcasts; limits  
on access to the internet; and museums that extol the revolution and the Kim  
dynasty and promote brutal caricatures of the United States.
Source: Courtesy of Bjørn Christian Tørrissen, adapted by MCUP.
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ic warfare (EW) issues that confront American businesses; civil society; local, 
state, and federal governments; and the armed forces. They do not directly ad-
dress cyber defense, cyber offense, defense forward, or all the worrying devel-
opments of cyber, disinformation, misinformation, bots and trolls, inauthentic 
accounts, deepfakes, runaway memes, the proliferation of fake news, intrusion, 
meddling, and so on. But cyber and informational strategies must recognize 
how thoroughly the populations of major potential adversaries have been pro-
pagandized—and thus hardened against many informational initiatives con-
templated by the United States and its allies and partners.

The new prominence and scale of informational challenges to U.S. national 
security suggest that needs are greater than the cyber expertise of Fort Meade 
in Maryland, more than the information operations prowess centered at Fort 
Bragg in North Carolina, more than competence of the “-39” staff sections at 
commands.54 Surely whole-of-government and whole-of-society (Silicon Valley 
included) efforts are needed. The full scope of these needs and responses are 
larger than this article, but a focus on propaganda suggests these lines of effort. 

Studies
The early section of this article offers two propositions derived from the World 
Wars. They invite scholarship. Question 1: Do modern states indeed have the 
same domestic propaganda powers? Question 2: What case studies support the 
propositions? For instance, what role did domestic propaganda play in shaping 
the actions of people ruled by Mussolini, Saddam Hussein, Muammar Gaddafi, 
the Argentine junta, Robert Mugabe, the Kim dynasty, Le Duan, and other 
dictators and autocrats? Think tanks and war colleges might offer insights based 
on history. 

Systems of Control
Looking at the states that concern us, more knowledge of their systems of con-
trol is needed. Surely their command and cyber nodes and networks are a part 
of systems of control, but here the phrase means something larger. It also means 
knowing how these states and party-states develop approved lines of think-
ing and then propagate them. Before a North Korean student in a classroom 
reads—or a Russian listener hears—an approved narrative of history or inter-
national affairs or develops a hostility to the United States or another country, 
how has that narrative line been developed? What political, ideological, cultur-
al, religious, racial, and historical threads have been woven together? What is 
the hostility quotient? How is the approved narrative spread over formal and 
informal networks? How do the carrots and sticks work? Awareness of systems 
of control in this larger meaning may be suggestive for defensive or offensive 
responses.
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A Deeper Bench 
Informational challenges require us to have more depth on the politics, history, 
languages, and cultures of nations of concern. If China is now the pacing threat, 
for instance, we need more Americans who read and speak the languages of 
China and have had firsthand experience in that society, enabling them to sense 
the cultural, informational, and psychological environments there.55 

What is needed is not a new tent city at the Defense Language Institute  
in Monterey, California, for hundreds of students in uniform to learn the lan-
guages of China. According to John Thomson, former director of the Inter- 
University Program for Chinese Language Studies at Tsinghua University, more 
money for Chinese language programs in high schools and universities will 
likely have less impact than a targeted expansion of funding for Chinese (and 
Russian and Korean) language education in programs in those countries.56 Dif-
ferent federal programs that support language study need to be aligned, and the 
government agencies that need China specialists should review their recruiting. 
Congress and the private sector should provide more money to support the 
China and Taiwan (and Russia and Korea) programs at U.S. policy institutes. 
Enlarging our nation’s bank of expertise cannot be achieved even in a few years, 
so we need to begin yesterday.

Whole-of-Government Approach 
If we speak of a war of ideas, even the amazing intellectual resources of the 
Department of Defense (military and civilian, direct hire and contractor) are 
insufficient. It is time to redouble whole-of-government initiatives. On the one 
hand, the Department of State must be a full partner—not just the new Global 
Engagement Center but also the larger Foreign Service and Civil Service, along 
with embassies and consulates.57 Department of State personnel must join more 
wargames, exercises, and simulations. The Department of State’s foreign policy 
advisors at military commands need to participate in the planning of opera-
tions in the information environment and join conversations on political war-
fare. Relations between State Department officers and the military information 
support teams sent by Special Operations Command to some embassies needs 
strengthening. 

There is more to this whole-of-government imperative. The Coast Guard 
has specialized expertise. So do many other federal departments and agencies 
like the U.S. Treasury and Justice departments. The broadcasting networks un-
der the U.S. Agency for Global Media—the Voice of America is the flagship—
work within certain statutory boundaries and firewalls, but they must be part 
of a comprehensive response.58
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A Clearinghouse
Since the Russian cyberattacks on Estonia in 2007, a growing number of policy 
institutes (first in Europe, then in the United States) have helpfully studied 
and analyzed Russian information operations.59 Parallel but piecemeal efforts 
in the Pacific focus on Chinese and North Korean disinformation. Some of the 
think tanks publish regular disinformation exposés and alerts, but there is no 
agency or clearinghouse that rapidly disseminates their findings throughout the 
democracies. This is an unmet need.

Disabling Adversary Propaganda
Unraveling the propaganda that reaches millions of citizens of a state, shaping 
their worldviews and their hostility, is the work of years and decades, not weeks 
or months. Part of the effort is technical—how to reach those people when 
authoritarian regimes are determined to keep other views out. Broadcasting can 
reach some; virtual private networks (VPNs) can allow individuals access to the 
open internet; there may be cyber options to increase the penetration of alter-
natives to the views of a party-state.60 But having the ability to broadcast into 
North Korea, for instance, would be only part of what is needed. The harder 
part is to think of what ideas to communicate. 

American informational doctrines—for public affairs, for operations in 
the information environment, for broadcasting, and for public diplomacy—all 
agree that communication must be truthful.61 Propaganda is not just repeated 
and shrill messaging; it always includes untruths. Identifying the lies embedded 
in propaganda is a starting point. Finding skillful and culturally appropriate 
ways to undermine and eventually discredit them is the next step. Any offensive 
in the realm of ideas must firmly anchor on truth.62 

Declarative messaging of truth versus lies is often, however, too blunt. The 
creative sectors in the free societies—filmmakers, journalists, novelists, play-
wrights, artists, songwriters, performers, humorists—have ways to show truths 
that coax minds away from received ideas. This suggests that the showing of 
democratic culture has an important role to play.63

Shaping. Operations in the information environment conducted by mili-
tary commands usually support specific operations, in specific geographic ar-
eas, during specific times. Facing populations that have been propagandized for 
many years, longer and broader efforts are needed, so a longer period of shaping 
must be part of any strategy. This long-term shaping may best be conducted by 
the State Department’s public diplomacy and by the U.S. government’s inter-
national broadcasting networks. Challenging propaganda and disinformation is 
already part of their missions, but comprehensive shaping calls for more collab-
oration with the informational elements of the Department of Defense. 

Take encouragement from rivals’ fears. During the Cold War, the Soviet Union 
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spent billions to electronically jam broadcasts from the free world. Maintaining 
China’s Great Firewall imposes large costs on its internet providers. The first 
demand recently made by Kim Jong-un’s sister was that South Korean human 
rights groups cease sending balloons across the Demilitarized Zone (DMZ).64 
The small payloads of the balloons might include thumb drives with South Ko-
rean dramas and music, scriptures, and even Choco-Pies. These regimes know 
no society wants to be propagandized, nor do citizens want their lives bound by 
one party or autocratic leader. 

Refreshing American values. During the World Wars and the Cold War, 
Americans faced rival ideologies with a relative consensus about national ideals. 
They included democracy, free and fair elections, separation of powers and fed-
eralism, the Four Freedoms, and an economy based on markets and enterprise.65

John R. Boyd, called by his biographer “the fighter pilot who changed the 
art of war,” was the Air Force officer who conceived the energy-maneuverability 
theory and the OODA (observe–orient–decide–act) loop.66 He prepared his 
famous “Patterns of Conflict” briefing during this period of relative consensus. 
His theories integrated the concept of a unifying vision “rooted in human na-
ture so noble, so attractive that it not only attracts the uncommitted and magni-
fies the spirit and strength of its adherents, but also undermines the dedication 
and determination of any competitors or adversaries.”67 

In the current moment of social division in the United States, many Ameri-
cans doubt the old American unifying vision, and our adversaries know it. That 
is why their own disinformation aims to stoke American division, undermine 
consensus, and erode democratic confidence. That is why our own efforts to 
counter their propaganda can be so easily countered by pointing out the dis-
tance between American ideals and social realities.68 When Chinese Foreign 
Ministry spokesperson Hua Chunying was asked about American support for 
human rights in Hong Kong, she tweeted three words: “I can’t breathe.”69 

This means that Americans who are focused on informational power must 
follow and join the conversations in our own society. Any new American nar-
rative must now integrate the new findings of scholarship in history and many 
other disciplines that bear on the character of American society. Thinking 
through how to best present the United States must be part of a comprehensive 
informational strategy.

George Kennan, the architect of the containment strategy during the Cold 
War, concluded his famous “Long Telegram” of 22 February 1946 with these 
thoughts. In a time of worsening social division in the United States, they seem 
timely.

Every courageous and incisive measure to solve internal prob-
lems of our own society, to improve self-confidence, disci-
pline, morale and community spirit of our own people, is a 
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diplomatic victory over Moscow worth a thousand diplomatic 
notes and joint communiqués. If we cannot abandon fatal-
ism and indifference in face of deficiencies of our own society, 
Moscow will profit—Moscow cannot help profiting by them 
in its foreign policies.70

The Propaganda Factor
When policy makers and commanders think about confronting adversary na-
tions, then, it is not enough to think about the military balance; weapons; land, 
naval and air power; and all the traditional topics. We must think about the 
propaganda that girds the power of these regimes and understand how their 
propagandizing affects both populations and members of the armed forces.

Totalitarian rulers still use propaganda and ideology as tools of control, and 
they still aim for dominance. They now add cyber and informational stratagems 
to project their brute ideas and power into other societies, including our own, 
and this adds an extra measure of risk in international relations and national 
security. The role of propaganda is one more factor to add when thinking about 
informational power.
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F. Kennedy, “Civil Rights Address” (speech, White House, Washington, DC, 11 June 
1963).
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